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ACTIVITY REPORT 

Event Details 

Activity Title Tree Plantation 

Date 2021 (7Nov, 21Nov, 

5Dec,19Dec)2022 (9Jan) 

Venue Karjat 

No. of Volunteers 50 

Activity Coordinator Prof. Pravin Gharge, 

Program Officer, 

NSS-VIT 

Objectives 

1. To inculcate in them a sense of responsibility towards nature and environment. 

 

2. To help them build bonds with nature. 

Description 

Tree-planting is the process of transplanting tree seedlings, generally for forestry, land 

reclamation, or landscaping purpose. It differs from the transplantation of 

larger trees in arboriculture, and from the lower cost but slower and less reliable distribution 

of tree seeds. Trees contribute to their environment over long periods of time by providing 

oxygen, improving air quality, climate amelioration, conserving water, preserving soil, and 

supporting wildlife. During the process of photosynthesis, trees take in carbon dioxide and 

produce the oxygen we breathe. 

Conclusion 

The volunteers has able to develop a paradigm shift in their new roles and environment. The 

volunteers will also learn the art of instilling integrity in themselves as an aspect of life-long 

learning in all walks of life. The Event was successful. 
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Prof. Pravin Gharge       

Program officer,  

NSS VIT unit 
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ACTIVITY REPORT 

Report on Beach Cleanup Drive  

Event Details 

Activity Title  Beach Cleanup Drive  

Date  19 Dec 2021  

Venue  Girgaum Chowpatty  

No. of Volunteers  17  

Time  4:00 PM -6:00 PM  

Activity Coordinator  Sakshi Padwal 

NSS Head, NSS-

VIT  

Objectives 

1. To make students understand the importance of environment and how it effects our daily life.  

2. To let them know how our ecosystem works.  

3. To understand importance of marine life and how we are ruining it.  

4. To get the whole beach cleaned and spread awareness among people to keep it so.  

Description 

Climate change is a very big problem for the humanity in the long run. Not disposing the garbage correctly in the 

costal as well near rivers contributes in depleting the marine life and the marine ecosystem. And that is evident 

when there is a high tide in Mumbai the sea throws back all the dumped garbage in it. To counter this NSS came up 

with a Beach Cleaning Program which was organized offline  at Girguam Chowpatty on 19 Dec 2021 from 16:00hrs-

18:00hrs. The two main objectives were to clean the beach and spread awareness about keeping it clean and 

exempt from throwing garbage in it.  

Conclusion 
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The event was very successful both the objectives were achieved. All of the volunteers worked really hard 

for it. And also keeping all the necessary protocols checked. Everyone worked with great coordination and 

teamwork which helped carrying out the task in a very efficient manner.  
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Prof. Pravin Gharge 

Program officer,  

NSS VIT unit 


